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• Help developers select appropriate algorithms for their 
cryptography tasks 

• Generate corresponding code

What Will We do With a Variability Model? 

Task-based  
Software Product Line  

of Cryptography Components
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• Combines feature modeling and class modeling 

• Supports attributes 

• Supports inheritance 

• Supports referencing 

• Actively maintained tool suite 

Why Clafer?
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Cryptography

Cryptography provides a means to protect sensitive data [8].
In the process, it relies on several classes of algorithms or
functions such as symmetric encryption ciphers, asymmet-
ric encryption ciphers, key derivation functions, digests (i.e.,
hash functions), signatures, etc. Such algorithms are usually
combined to achieve a certain task. For example, to perform
the task of encrypting data based on a given password, one
must first use a key derivation function to derive a secret key
that is then used by a symmetric cipher to encrypt the data.
Internally, the key derivation function relies on a digest.

Various algorithms are suitable for the above task. For ex-
ample, there are several encryption algorithms such as AES or
DES. Within AES, three key sizes are supported (128, 192, or
256 bits), whereas DES only supports 56 bit keys. While AES

is considered secure, there have been some cryptanalytic at-
tacks against DES so it is no longer recommended. In general,
for non-broken algorithms, the larger the key, the harder it
is to crack the encryption. The choice depends on the level
of security needed, but there are often trade-o↵s to consider.
For example, more secure algorithms may have slower per-
formance [9]. In addition to these considerations, some al-
gorithms have proven attacks (e.g., the MD5 digest [10]), but
are still supported for compatibility or because they may
still be used in some scenarios. All such domain knowledge
and variability must be encoded in a model that allows us
to reason about algorithms suited for a particular task.

2.2 Clafer
Clafer (class, feature, reference) is a lightweight modeling

language [4]. It combines concepts from feature modeling,
meta-modeling, and class modeling. Clafer supports many
modeling tasks such as feature modeling, configuration, do-
main modeling, and example-driven modeling. Clafer unifies
several modeling concepts such as features, instances, and
attributes into a single concept called clafer. Note the dif-
ference in capitalization: Clafer refers to the language while
clafer refers to the modeling concept used. While clafers can
represent any concept, they can be either abstract or con-
crete. Abstract clafers are marked by an abstract keyword
which tells the instance generator not to try to resolve vari-
ability or generate instances for that clafer. In addition to
concepts from traditional and attribute-based feature mod-
eling [11], Clafer also supports inheritance and references.
The following example defines an abstract concept Person,
which has a sub-concept Age of type integer.
abstract Person
age -> integer

abstract Teen : Person
[age >= 13 && age <= 19]

Bob : Person
[age = 40]

Alice : Teen
[age = 15]

person -> Person

Note that both Person and Age are clafers. Teen extends
Person by adding the constraint that age must lie between
13 and 19 years. Bob and Alice are two instances of Person

and Teen respectively. In other words, they extend these
clafers but provide concrete values for all properties. The
last clafer person is a reference to Person.

Clafer supports two backend reasoners for instance gener-
ation. The first is based on Alloy [12] and the second is based
on the Choco constraint solver [13]. If we run the instance
generator on the above example, we would get two instances
where person can either be Bob or Alice. Clafer also comes

with an extensive tool suite that includes the compiler and
a multi-objective optimizer [14].

3. MODELING CRYPTOGRAPHIC COMPO-
NENTS USING CLAFER

In this section, we report on our experience modeling cryp-
tographic components in Clafer. Figure 1 shows a model
with three tasks that we refer to throughout this section.
Lines 1-6 and Lines 8-13 define (desugared) enumeration
types for the security and performance levels of an algo-
rithm, respectively (more details in Section 3.3). Line 15
defines an abstract clafer Algorithm that has a name and
a description (both of type string) as well as security and
performance levels defined as references to the previous enu-
merations. Line 21 defines an abstract clafer Digest that
extends Algorithm. Digest adds a new clafer outputSize to
indicate the size of the produced hash. Similarly, Line 24 de-
fines a KeyDerivationAlgorithm that also extends Algorithm

and adds some extra properties to it. Notice that the child
clafer digest is optional as indicated by the question mark.
This is because some key derivation functions, such as pbkdf2
on Line 82, can work with several underlying digests1 while
others, such as as scrypt on Line 89, already use a fixed di-
gest internally (and thus no digest needs to be specified) [15].
However, algorithms that specify a digest to use should only
use accepted secure digests [16] that are not broken as indi-
cated by Line 28. We also choose to limit the output size on
Line 29 to the popular output sizes used instead of defining
an allowed range and leaving the instance generator to find
suitable values. On Line 30, we fix the number of iterations
to 1000 as this is the accepted default.
The remaining parts of the model similarly define Cipher

and Task. Starting from Line 44, we define concrete instances
of the abstract clafers we previously defined. Some of the
concrete clafers such as AES still have unresolved variability,
while others such as DES assign concrete values to all their
child clafers. Note that this model is of course not compre-
hensive of the cryptography domain.
We now discuss various design decisions of the model and

the challenges we ran into. All our discussions are based
on using Clafer v0.4.1. For the backend, we mainly use
the Choco-solver back-end due to its faster performance [1].
However, we also discuss possible optimizations in this sec-
tion that would allow us to use Alloy more e↵ectively.

3.1 Multiple Product Types
A feature model typically represents a family of products.

A valid instance of the model is one possible product. For ex-
ample, a car feature model contains all the possible features
of a car (transmission, power windows, etc.) and a model
instance would be one model of the car. In the end, there is
only one type of product being represented, a car. For our
purposes, this product is a task. However, the problem is
that there is no way to have a common representation for all
tasks. For example, let us look at the SymmetricEncryption

and SecurePassword tasks on Lines 97 and 101 respectively.
While they are both cryptographic tasks, they have no com-
mon algorithms. While it can be argued that a task consists
of one or more Algorithm clafer, designing tasks to only de-
pend on Algorithm is too generic and meaningless. This is

1
Note that technically, key derivation functions use an HMAC with
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where person can either be Bob or Alice. Clafer also comes

with an extensive tool suite that includes the compiler and
a multi-objective optimizer [14].

3. MODELING CRYPTOGRAPHIC COMPO-
NENTS USING CLAFER

In this section, we report on our experience modeling cryp-
tographic components in Clafer. Figure 1 shows a model
with three tasks that we refer to throughout this section.
Lines 1-6 and Lines 8-13 define (desugared) enumeration
types for the security and performance levels of an algo-
rithm, respectively (more details in Section 3.3). Line 15
defines an abstract clafer Algorithm that has a name and
a description (both of type string) as well as security and
performance levels defined as references to the previous enu-
merations. Line 21 defines an abstract clafer Digest that
extends Algorithm. Digest adds a new clafer outputSize to
indicate the size of the produced hash. Similarly, Line 24 de-
fines a KeyDerivationAlgorithm that also extends Algorithm

and adds some extra properties to it. Notice that the child
clafer digest is optional as indicated by the question mark.
This is because some key derivation functions, such as pbkdf2
on Line 82, can work with several underlying digests1 while
others, such as as scrypt on Line 89, already use a fixed di-
gest internally (and thus no digest needs to be specified) [15].
However, algorithms that specify a digest to use should only
use accepted secure digests [16] that are not broken as indi-
cated by Line 28. We also choose to limit the output size on
Line 29 to the popular output sizes used instead of defining
an allowed range and leaving the instance generator to find
suitable values. On Line 30, we fix the number of iterations
to 1000 as this is the accepted default.
The remaining parts of the model similarly define Cipher

and Task. Starting from Line 44, we define concrete instances
of the abstract clafers we previously defined. Some of the
concrete clafers such as AES still have unresolved variability,
while others such as DES assign concrete values to all their
child clafers. Note that this model is of course not compre-
hensive of the cryptography domain.
We now discuss various design decisions of the model and

the challenges we ran into. All our discussions are based
on using Clafer v0.4.1. For the backend, we mainly use
the Choco-solver back-end due to its faster performance [1].
However, we also discuss possible optimizations in this sec-
tion that would allow us to use Alloy more e↵ectively.

3.1 Multiple Product Types
A feature model typically represents a family of products.

A valid instance of the model is one possible product. For ex-
ample, a car feature model contains all the possible features
of a car (transmission, power windows, etc.) and a model
instance would be one model of the car. In the end, there is
only one type of product being represented, a car. For our
purposes, this product is a task. However, the problem is
that there is no way to have a common representation for all
tasks. For example, let us look at the SymmetricEncryption

and SecurePassword tasks on Lines 97 and 101 respectively.
While they are both cryptographic tasks, they have no com-
mon algorithms. While it can be argued that a task consists
of one or more Algorithm clafer, designing tasks to only de-
pend on Algorithm is too generic and meaningless. This is

1
Note that technically, key derivation functions use an HMAC with

an underlying digest, but we skip the HMAC here for simplicity.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Cryptography

Cryptography provides a means to protect sensitive data [8].
In the process, it relies on several classes of algorithms or
functions such as symmetric encryption ciphers, asymmet-
ric encryption ciphers, key derivation functions, digests (i.e.,
hash functions), signatures, etc. Such algorithms are usually
combined to achieve a certain task. For example, to perform
the task of encrypting data based on a given password, one
must first use a key derivation function to derive a secret key
that is then used by a symmetric cipher to encrypt the data.
Internally, the key derivation function relies on a digest.

Various algorithms are suitable for the above task. For ex-
ample, there are several encryption algorithms such as AES or
DES. Within AES, three key sizes are supported (128, 192, or
256 bits), whereas DES only supports 56 bit keys. While AES

is considered secure, there have been some cryptanalytic at-
tacks against DES so it is no longer recommended. In general,
for non-broken algorithms, the larger the key, the harder it
is to crack the encryption. The choice depends on the level
of security needed, but there are often trade-o↵s to consider.
For example, more secure algorithms may have slower per-
formance [9]. In addition to these considerations, some al-
gorithms have proven attacks (e.g., the MD5 digest [10]), but
are still supported for compatibility or because they may
still be used in some scenarios. All such domain knowledge
and variability must be encoded in a model that allows us
to reason about algorithms suited for a particular task.

2.2 Clafer
Clafer (class, feature, reference) is a lightweight modeling

language [4]. It combines concepts from feature modeling,
meta-modeling, and class modeling. Clafer supports many
modeling tasks such as feature modeling, configuration, do-
main modeling, and example-driven modeling. Clafer unifies
several modeling concepts such as features, instances, and
attributes into a single concept called clafer. Note the dif-
ference in capitalization: Clafer refers to the language while
clafer refers to the modeling concept used. While clafers can
represent any concept, they can be either abstract or con-
crete. Abstract clafers are marked by an abstract keyword
which tells the instance generator not to try to resolve vari-
ability or generate instances for that clafer. In addition to
concepts from traditional and attribute-based feature mod-
eling [11], Clafer also supports inheritance and references.
The following example defines an abstract concept Person,
which has a sub-concept Age of type integer.
abstract Person
age -> integer

abstract Teen : Person
[age >= 13 && age <= 19]

Bob : Person
[age = 40]

Alice : Teen
[age = 15]

person -> Person

Note that both Person and Age are clafers. Teen extends
Person by adding the constraint that age must lie between
13 and 19 years. Bob and Alice are two instances of Person

and Teen respectively. In other words, they extend these
clafers but provide concrete values for all properties. The
last clafer person is a reference to Person.

Clafer supports two backend reasoners for instance gener-
ation. The first is based on Alloy [12] and the second is based
on the Choco constraint solver [13]. If we run the instance
generator on the above example, we would get two instances
where person can either be Bob or Alice. Clafer also comes

with an extensive tool suite that includes the compiler and
a multi-objective optimizer [14].

3. MODELING CRYPTOGRAPHIC COMPO-
NENTS USING CLAFER

In this section, we report on our experience modeling cryp-
tographic components in Clafer. Figure 1 shows a model
with three tasks that we refer to throughout this section.
Lines 1-6 and Lines 8-13 define (desugared) enumeration
types for the security and performance levels of an algo-
rithm, respectively (more details in Section 3.3). Line 15
defines an abstract clafer Algorithm that has a name and
a description (both of type string) as well as security and
performance levels defined as references to the previous enu-
merations. Line 21 defines an abstract clafer Digest that
extends Algorithm. Digest adds a new clafer outputSize to
indicate the size of the produced hash. Similarly, Line 24 de-
fines a KeyDerivationAlgorithm that also extends Algorithm

and adds some extra properties to it. Notice that the child
clafer digest is optional as indicated by the question mark.
This is because some key derivation functions, such as pbkdf2
on Line 82, can work with several underlying digests1 while
others, such as as scrypt on Line 89, already use a fixed di-
gest internally (and thus no digest needs to be specified) [15].
However, algorithms that specify a digest to use should only
use accepted secure digests [16] that are not broken as indi-
cated by Line 28. We also choose to limit the output size on
Line 29 to the popular output sizes used instead of defining
an allowed range and leaving the instance generator to find
suitable values. On Line 30, we fix the number of iterations
to 1000 as this is the accepted default.
The remaining parts of the model similarly define Cipher

and Task. Starting from Line 44, we define concrete instances
of the abstract clafers we previously defined. Some of the
concrete clafers such as AES still have unresolved variability,
while others such as DES assign concrete values to all their
child clafers. Note that this model is of course not compre-
hensive of the cryptography domain.
We now discuss various design decisions of the model and

the challenges we ran into. All our discussions are based
on using Clafer v0.4.1. For the backend, we mainly use
the Choco-solver back-end due to its faster performance [1].
However, we also discuss possible optimizations in this sec-
tion that would allow us to use Alloy more e↵ectively.

3.1 Multiple Product Types
A feature model typically represents a family of products.

A valid instance of the model is one possible product. For ex-
ample, a car feature model contains all the possible features
of a car (transmission, power windows, etc.) and a model
instance would be one model of the car. In the end, there is
only one type of product being represented, a car. For our
purposes, this product is a task. However, the problem is
that there is no way to have a common representation for all
tasks. For example, let us look at the SymmetricEncryption

and SecurePassword tasks on Lines 97 and 101 respectively.
While they are both cryptographic tasks, they have no com-
mon algorithms. While it can be argued that a task consists
of one or more Algorithm clafer, designing tasks to only de-
pend on Algorithm is too generic and meaningless. This is

1
Note that technically, key derivation functions use an HMAC with

an underlying digest, but we skip the HMAC here for simplicity.
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete
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7
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41 description -> string
42
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Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
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73
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82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete

1 //enum Security
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5 Medium: Security = 3
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7
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14
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31
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36
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42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA : Algorithm
...
digest -> Digest

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2 : KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],

for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar

for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA : Algorithm
...
digest -> Digest

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2 : KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],

for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar

for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA : Algorithm
...
digest -> Digest

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2 : KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],

for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar

for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA : Algorithm
...
digest -> Digest

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2 : KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],

for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar

for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA : Algorithm
...
digest -> Digest

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2 : KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],

for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar

for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA : Algorithm
...
digest -> Digest

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2 : KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],

for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
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values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated

values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

3.5 Default Values

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],
for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar

for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the

values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA : Algorithm
...
digest -> Digest

sha_1 : Digest
..
[Security.Weak]

pbkdf2 : KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Performance = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us
to specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms
that have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak],

for example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar
for an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from
it [17], which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated
values on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single
clafer also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

enum Security = Broken | Weak | Medium | Strong

abstract Security

Broken : Security
Weak : Security
Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

enum Security = Broken | Weak | Medium | Strong

abstract Security

Broken : Security
Weak : Security
Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

enum Security = Broken | Weak | Medium | Strong

abstract Security

Broken : Security
Weak : Security
Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

enum Security = Broken | Weak | Medium | Strong

abstract Security

Broken : Security
Weak : Security
Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

enum Security = Broken | Weak | Medium | Strong

abstract Security

Broken : Security
Weak : Security
Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete
values to all related properties. However, to avoid redun-
dancy, we decided to only create partial instances by not
specifying certain properties and leaving the instance gen-
erator to decide based on a set of constraints. For example,
on Line 45 in Figure 1, we define AES and specify that the
key size can be 128, 192, or 256. Based on the key size, we
add constraints that set the other properties such as per-
formance and security. In this case, the instance generator
would generate three separate instances of AES.

3.3 Ordinal Attributes
In cryptography, there are several ordinal algorithm at-

tributes such as security or performance levels. While both
properties can be represented as integers that encode dis-
crete values (e.g., 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest), integer
values on their own are less comprehensible to the user. It
is therefore better to use more meaningful names for these
values, such as Slow, Strong, etc. Each algorithm would then
have exactly one security or performance level. While sim-
ply having named constants with integer values would work,
this may likely lead to silent type issues. For example, if the
ranges for security and performance levels are di↵erent, but
both are defined as integer constants, one might mistakenly
assign one of the performance levels to a security attribute.

Coming from a feature modeling background, we initially
used an xor-group to model security and performance levels.
Exclusive-or (xor) groups are a convenient way of modeling
mutually exclusive choices. Besides the fact that xor-groups
do not support ordering, we also discovered that they are not
suited for certain constraints that we need, which is why we
use enumeration in our model in Figure 1. To illustrate this,
let us use an xor-group instead of an enumeration as follows
(KDA stands for key derivation algorithm).

abstract Algorithm
xor Security
Broken
Weak
Medium
Strong

abstract Digest: Algorithm
...

abstract KDA: Algorithm
...

pbkdf2: KDA
...
[Security =

digest.Security]

The problem lies in the constraint that specifies that the
security level of pbkdf2 is the same as that of the used digest.
Using an xor-group and the above syntax always results in
the instance generator finding no instances. It took us some
time to figure out that this happens because each concrete
Digest and KDA clafer creates its own instance of Security

and thus no two Security instances would ever be the same,
making the constraint always false. Since Clafer combines
concepts from class modeling and feature modeling, this be-
havior is actually by design to represent UML containment,
which implies non-sharing of instances. However, it is a bit
misleading since the compiler does not issue any errors when
specifying such a constraint on the xor-group. For now, we
thus use enumerated values as they allow us to compare se-
curity or performance values since there is only one instance
per enumeration literal in the model.

While Clafer actually supports explicit enumerations (e.g.,
enum Security = Broken | Weak | ..), this would not allow us to
specify order-related constraints such finding algorithms that
have a security level higher than weak [Security > Weak], for
example. Fortunately, an enum is actually syntactic sugar for
an abstract clafer and concrete clafers inheriting from it [17],

which is what we use to specify ordered enumerated values
on Lines 1-13. Having all levels inherit from a single clafer
also solves the type issue mentioned above.

3.4 Ignoring Irrelevant Parts of the Model
In our task-oriented approach, the model contains a set of

tasks. At any given time, the user is only configuring one
task. However, Clafer tries to evaluate and create instances
of the complete model. This creates lots of redundancies,
because instances of clafers that are irrelevant to the current
task are still instantiated. For example, assume the model
shown in Figure 1 only has one task, SymmetricEncryption on
Line 97. In this case, if there are no additional constraints
specified, we would expect to get four possible instances (i.e.,
solutions) of this task: three instances of AES with each of
the allowed key sizes and one instance of DES. However, we
actually get 54 instances instead.
The reason for these “extra” instances is that Clafer tries

to remove all variability in the model by assigning concrete
values to all non-abstract clafers. Thus, it would still try
to resolve the variability of pbkdf2 and scrypt on Lines 82
and 89 (9 possible combinations). Additionally, whenever
the cipher in the SymmetricEncryption task is assigned to DES,
it would still try to resolve all the variability in AES. Thus,
it would find 1 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 9 valid instances where the cipher is DES

plus 3 ⇤ 9 where the cipher is AES resulting in a total of 54
instances, out of which only four are actually relevant and
unique with respect to the target task. This behavior results
in unnecessary computation time wasted on finding solutions
for irrelevant clafers. The number of instances generated
also becomes huge as the model becomes larger, making it
di�cult for a human to compare and reason about them.

Suggested Solutions. We see two possible solutions. The
first is supporting amodule system where we can define parts
of the model in di↵erent files and then each task would also
be defined in a separate file. In each task file, only rele-
vant modules would be included. Based on a poll shown
on the Clafer website, a module system is actually the most
demanded feature. While a module system would greatly
improve the situation, it will still not completely solve the
problem in some cases. For example, if the target task needs
a key derivation function, the module containing all key
derivation functions will be included and in that case, both
pbkdf2 and scrypt will still contain variability, resulting in
the same issues above.
The second is to introduce a new keyword that marks

the particular clafer of interest (e.g., evaluate). The Clafer
instance generator can then perform some sort of model slic-
ing that only identifies clafers that contribute to the marked
clafer in some way. It would then only evaluate these se-
lected clafers. This can even be done by changing irrelevant
clafers to abstract ones. Ideally, specifying the target clafer
can be set in a constraint (e.g., [evaluate SymmetricEncryp-

tion]) such that we can easily append the constraint to the
existing model depending on the user’s selection.

Current (Pragmatic) Solution. To overcome this challenge,
we currently post-process the generated instances and filter
redundant ones. For example, if the user is configuring the
symmetric encryption task, we only look for the instances of
that clafer. We then look for the assigned algorithms in the
di↵erent instances and keep only the unique ones.

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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7
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14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
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20
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22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
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30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
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31
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33
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36
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42
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44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
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80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
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6 Strong: Security = 4
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27 digest -> Digest?
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popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
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31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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Medium]
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
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58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
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65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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88
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94 [security = Strong]
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96 Tasks
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98 [description = "Encrypt data
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99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
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101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
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5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
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9 abstract Performance -> integer
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14
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23
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30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
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31
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33
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36
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41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
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64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
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27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
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9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
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16 name -> string
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20
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23
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31
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36
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41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]
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51
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54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
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61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
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64 [security = Broken]
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66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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Medium]
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
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61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
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66
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68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
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79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced
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cipher"]
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48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192
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49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
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96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data
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99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
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103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
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105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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36
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced
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cipher"]
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48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192
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49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
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96 Tasks
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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5 Medium: Security = 3
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7
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24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
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27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
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digest.security.ref]
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90 [name = "scrypt"]
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92 [no digest] //Already uses
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95
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97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data
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99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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Algorithm
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SymmetricCipher
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42
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
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password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
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95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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7
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14
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42
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Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
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49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
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66
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68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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73
74 sha_256: Digest
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76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]
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80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
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password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
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95
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97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data
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99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
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105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
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3 Broken: Security = 1
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5 Medium: Security = 3
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7
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14
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30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
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33
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35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :
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41 description -> string
42
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44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
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61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
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66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
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79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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31
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33
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36
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced
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cipher"]
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82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based
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digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
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96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data
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101 SecurePassword : Task
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer
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for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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31
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced
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99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
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22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
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68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
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79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
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33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
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13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
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20
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22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
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27 digest -> Digest?
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192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
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27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
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64 [security = Broken]
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66
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68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
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23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
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51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
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64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]
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80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
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101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
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105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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7
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14
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20
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23
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31
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
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64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
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80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer
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14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
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20
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23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
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27 digest -> Digest?
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192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
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33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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3 Broken: Security = 1
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5 Medium: Security = 3
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7
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30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
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33
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35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :
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41 description -> string
42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
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80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data
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107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
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5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
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192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
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44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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Medium]
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51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
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57 [keySize = 56]
58
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66
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68 [name = "SHA-1"]
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81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]
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96 Tasks
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98 [description = "Encrypt data
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
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5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
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9 abstract Performance -> integer
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14
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20
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23
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30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
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31
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33
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36
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41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
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20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
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27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
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20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :
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25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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42
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
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password-based key
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92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally
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95
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97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data
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99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
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105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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42
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46 [description = "Advanced
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cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
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53 [description = "DES encryption"]
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58
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68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
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75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]
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81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
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95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data
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99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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default # of iterations
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33
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36
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192
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49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
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87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
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96 Tasks
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98 [description = "Encrypt data
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101 SecurePassword : Task
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105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
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31
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35 keySize -> integer
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42
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44 Ciphers
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46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192
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49 [keySize = 128 => performance =
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82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
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digest.security.ref]
88
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96 Tasks
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract SymmetricBlockCipher
name -> string
keySize -> integer

[keySize > 0]

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
separate AES-128 and AES-256 clafers that assigned concrete
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]
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because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

Partial instance = 
Some variability left to resolve
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had

Partial instance = 
Some variability left to resolve

Concrete instance =
No variability to resolve
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1 //enum Security
2 abstract Security -> integer
3 Broken: Security = 1
4 Weak: Security = 2
5 Medium: Security = 3
6 Strong: Security = 4
7
8 //enum Performance
9 abstract Performance -> integer

10 VerySlow: Performance = 1
11 Slow: Performance = 2
12 Fast: Performance = 3
13 VeryFast: Performance = 4
14
15 abstract Algorithm
16 name -> string
17 description -> string
18 security -> Security
19 performance -> Performance
20
21 abstract Digest : Algorithm
22 outputSize -> integer
23
24 abstract KeyDerivationAlgorithm :

Algorithm
25 iterations -> integer
26 outputSize -> integer
27 digest -> Digest?
28 [digest.security.ref != Broken]
29 [outputSize = 128 || outputSize =

192 || outputSize = 256]//fix
popular output sizes

30 [iterations = 1000]//accepted
default # of iterations

31
32 abstract Cipher : Algorithm
33
34 abstract SymmetricCipher : Cipher
35 keySize -> integer
36
37 abstract SymmetricBlockCipher :

SymmetricCipher

40 abstract Task
41 description -> string
42
43 //group similar algorithms together
44 Ciphers
45 AES : SymmetricBlockCipher
46 [description = "Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES)
cipher"]

47 [name = "AES"]
48 [keySize = 128 || keySize = 192

|| keySize = 256]
49 [keySize = 128 => performance =

VeryFast && security =
Medium]

50 [keySize > 128 => performance =
Fast && security = Strong]

51
52 DES : SymmetricBlockCipher
53 [description = "DES encryption"]
54 [name = "DES"]
55 [security = Broken]
56 [performance = VeryFast]
57 [keySize = 56]
58
59 DigestAlgorithms
60 md5: Digest
61 [description = "MD5 digest"]
62 [name = "MD5 digest"]
63 [performance = VeryFast]
64 [security = Broken]
65 [outputSize = 128]
66
67 sha_1: Digest
68 [name = "SHA-1"]
69 [description = "SHA-1 digest"]
70 [performance = VeryFast]
71 [security = Weak]
72 [outputSize = 160]
73
74 sha_256: Digest
75 [description = "SHA-256"]
76 [name = "SHA-256 digest"]

77 [outputSize = 256 ]
78 [security = Strong]
79 [performance = Slow]
80
81 KeyDerivationAlgorithms
82 pbkdf2 : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
83 [name = "PBKDF2"]
84 [description = "Password-Based

Key Derivation Function 2"]
85 [performance = Slow]
86 [digest]
87 [security.ref =

digest.security.ref]
88
89 scrypt : KeyDerivationAlgorithm
90 [name = "scrypt"]
91 [description = "Scrypt

password-based key
derivation"]

92 [no digest] //Already uses
HMAC_SHA256 internally

93 [performance = VerySlow]
94 [security = Strong]
95
96 Tasks
97 SymmetricEncryption : Task
98 [description = "Encrypt data

using a secret key"]
99 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher

100
101 SecurePassword : Task
102 [description = "Represent

password in a secure way
for storage"]

103 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
104
105 PasswordBasedEncryption : Task
106 [description = "Encrypt data

using a given password"]
107 kda -> KeyDerivationAlgorithm
108 cipher -> SymmetricBlockCipher
109 [cipher.keySize = kda.outputSize]

Figure 1: Clafer model of cryptography algorithms and tasks

because either any combination of algorithms will be consid-
ered as (meaningless) valid instances or we have to create a
large amount of constraints to ensure only meaningful algo-
rithm combinations that represent realistic tasks. This even
gets more complicated when in addition to the list of algo-
rithms belonging to a task, there exist additional constraints
that govern the combination of these algorithms (e.g., the
constraint on Line 109 in the PasswordBasedEncryptionTask).

Based on the observations above, we believe that while
we use many concepts from feature modeling, our produced
model is conceptually not exactly a feature model in the tra-
ditional sense. This is of course in addition to the fact that
we make use of class modeling concepts provided by Clafer
such as inheritance and referencing, which drives it further
from traditional feature modeling. However, in essence, we
see this as a variation of variability and domain modeling.

3.2 Extent of Partial Variability Use
On a high-level design, we have two choices to model the

available cryptographic algorithms. The first is to define
what combinations of features is allowed and then let the in-
stance generator generate all possible instances. Let us take
the example of an encryption cipher. In its simplest form,
a symmetric encryption cipher has a name representing the
algorithm used and a (positive) key length, as follows:

abstract Security
Broken : Security
Weak : Security

Medium : Security
Strong : Security

While this correctly represents all ciphers, if we try to
generate instances, we would get all key sizes from 1 until the
maximum integer value allowed by the solver. Additionally,
no meaningful value will be assigned to name. To make this
more meaningful, we can look at all available algorithms
and check the key sizes they support. For some algorithms
such as AES, a pre-determined set of key sizes (128, 192,
and 256 bits) are supported while in other algorithms such
as the asymmetric cipher RSA, key sizes may take on any
integer value between 512 and 65,536 bits. If we assume that
all symmetric ciphers are of the first type, we can add the
following constraint to SymmetricBlockCipher.

[keySize = 64 || keySize = 128 || keySize = 192 || ...]

Adding this constraint greatly restricts the number of gen-
erated instances. However, it does not solve finding the al-
gorithm name and does not solve the fact that di↵erent al-
gorithms may have di↵erent supported key sizes. While we
can solve this by adding a constraint that specifies a set of
allowed names and then add specific constraints that match
each algorithm name to its allowed key sizes, this adds too
much details to the abstract definition and quickly makes
the model hard to follow.
The second way, which we opted for, is creating a clafer

for each available algorithm. We initially created a clafer
for each variation of the algorithm. For example, we had
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SymmetricEncryption 
cipher = AES 
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name = “AES” 
keySize = 128

SymmetricEncryption 
cipher = AES 

AES 
name = “AES” 
keySize = 192

SymmetricEncryption 
cipher = AES 

AES 
name = “AES” 
keySize = 256

SymmetricEncryption 
cipher = DES 

DES 
name = “DES” 
keySize = 56

Instead, we get 108 instances!!

Solver tries to find instances for
ALL non-abstract clafers in the model
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A modular system!

A new keyword to mark target clafer:
[evaluate SymmetricEncryption]
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